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A distinctive EEG pattern

Instructional Objectives

Given a fundamental knowledge of EEG, after studying this quiz the reader should be able to:

1. Apply criteria to identify a distinctive EEG pattern.
2. State its clinical significance.

EEG

Before reading the clinical history, carefully examine this EEG segment (age 46).

Question 1: Without looking at the history, what is the EEG classification?
**Neurophysiology Quiz**

**Clinical History**

This patient had a small parietal cortical venous thrombosis 14 years ago and recovered completely. The event was complicated by a single acute symptomatic convulsion and although there has been no subsequent recurrence, she continues to take carbamazepine. Now there is a suspicion of simple partial seizures because within the last year she has had infrequent central chest feelings of her heart "sinking" without any other associated symptoms.

**Question 2:** What is the clinical interpretation of the EEG?

**Answers**

2. Interpretation: This EEG cannot help to determine the nature of the patient's symptoms. The Wicket waves are a benign variant pattern of no clinical significance.

**Discussion**

Criteria that identify Wicket waves follow:
1. Clusters of mid- or anterior temporal 6-11 Hz negative sharp arciform waves. 2. Isolated wicket waves may arise and morphologically “fit in” to wicket clusters in other segments. 3. No consistent associated slow wave or background disruption (beware random combination with independent intermittent slow activity). 4. Unilateral, bilateral independent or bisynchronous. 5. Occurrence during wakefulness, drowsiness and light sleep. 6. Most common in, but not limited to patients over age 30. The sharp right midtemporal waveforms in the EEG conform to these criteria and are therefore Wicket waves. Note that patient symptomatology is not part of the criteria and should not influence the classification. It is therefore best practice to read and classify the EEG before knowing the clinical history, which can introduce bias to make the EEG a less than independent test. Also note that the bipolar phase reversal at T4 merely localizes the waveform and has no significance for the classification of any EEG finding. Despite its resemblance to epileptiform abnormalities, the distinctive Wicket wave pattern is not associated with seizures and therefore must be correctly identified to avoid potentially harmful misdiagnosis or misclassification. It is an incidental finding that does not clarify diagnosis. This patient may or may not have simple partial seizures, but the EEG result cannot and should not be used to decide.

**Teaching Points**

1. Specific criteria identify the Wicket wave benign variant pattern.
2. This distinctive pattern must be correctly identified and then excluded from clinical diagnosis because it is not associated with seizures.
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